MANIFESTO

I, Jagdeep Dular(160110054), if elected as Sports Secretary of Hostel 2, propose to do the following:

**Initiative:**

- Try to minimize the Canteen Bill by properly maintaining google sheet of canteen expenses.

**General Championships:**

- Ensure maximum participation in events related to Hostel such as GCs, intra and especially in crossy GC, by publicising as much as possible.
- Ensure that the team does not disqualify any GC due to unavailability of players.
- Ensure that sufficient practice is done before any GC by utilising practice slots.
- Ensure that refreshments are provided to the players especially in semi-final and final and to make sure first aid kit is available during practice sessions.
- Ensure that team meet are organized before and during GC.
- Ensure that information of all GCs is posted on fb group and to keep it updated.
- Ensure that proper posters are made with the help of the Design Secretary related to GCs.

**Equipments:**

- Ensure that the equipments are in proper condition and in enough quantity and to check them timely to make sure that they are not stolen.
- Ensure that captains (senior players) are consulted before respective GCs so that the team gets the equipment as per requirement.

**Maintenance:**

- Ensure that ground-lights are in working condition and grounds are properly maintained with the help of maintenance councillor and secretaries.
• Ensure that Pool table, TT table and Foosball table are maintained.

**As a council member:**

• Coordinate with other council members for smooth functioning of the hostel.
• Participate with full enthusiasm in PAF, ValFi and other hostel events.

**Intra-hostel:**

• Ensure that intras don’t clash with other hostel events.
• Ensure that intras of Cricket, Football, Chess, TT, Carrom, Pool are organised.
• Ensure that incentives are awarded to the top players of intras.

**Credentials:**

• Gold in Cricket GC
• Part of Inter-IIT Cricket camp
• Cricmania and Freshie Cricket League
• NSO Cricket